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1. - 16. sorularda, verilen cümlede boş 
bırakılan yerlere uygun düşen sözcük ya da 
ifadeyi bulunuz.

1. Some teachers are so proud and arrogant that 
it is hard for them to admit their ----. They prefer 
blaming their students for any kind of mistake. 

A)  debate  B)  fairness
C)  ecosystem  D)  absence
  E)  failure

2. The job specifically requires advanced 
knowledge of English and French. Those ---- who 
do not have this skill will not be eligible for the 
position. 

A)  editions  B)  celebrities
C)  candidates  D)  deadlines
  E)  decades

3. Although he wasn’t in the mood to study, he 
pushed himself and completed his assignment. 
He was glad that he made the ---- when he learnt 
the grade he took.

A)  effect  B)  balance
C)  failure  D)  effort
  E)  career

4. The conflict between the two families had 
continued for ---- when finally, someone decided 
to take a step and to end this rivalry.

A)  decades  B)  cartoons
C)  damages  D)  capitals
  E)  effects

5. The blue poison dart frog can seem beautiful 
due to its vivid colour, but it is a very ---- animal. 
Its poison can result serious harm, or even 
death to humans. 

A)  deadly  B)  abnormal
C)  effective  D)  casual
  E)  abundant

6. He didn’t accept the comments about him 
cheating in the exam. However, we had 
---- evidence to prove this, so his exam was 
cancelled.  

A)  abundant  B)  candid
C)  daily  D)  capable
  E)  eager

7. The former prime minister gave an interview and 
admitted his faults during his duty. Some people 
didn’t find him ---- though. 

A)  deaf  B)  candid
C)  dear  D)  mortal
  E)  casual

8. Neurologists should be very ---- while 
performing a surgery to make sure that they are 
not damaging any areas in the brain related to 
language skills. 

A)  deadly  B)  casual
C)  abnormal  D)  eager
  E)  cautious
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9. Test takers do not write their names on their 
exams. Instead, they are given numbers. This 
way, their exams are graded ----.

A)  objectively   B)  centrally
C)  painfully  D)  abnormally
  E)  magnificently

10. There are millions of foreign workers in the 
country who entered the country ----. They are 
waiting for a residential permit to start their own 
business. 

A)  ideally  B)  naïvely
C)  keenly  D)  illegally
  E)  efficiently

11. She said she wasn’t upset because she didn’t 
get the highest grade in the class, but everybody 
saw her while she was looking ---- at her 
classmate. 

A)  painfully  B)  jealously
C)  nakedly  D)  ideally
  E)  obediently

12. The famous author’s fans waited ---- to get an 
autograph but he didn’t come to the session and 
made everybody frustrated. 

A)  centrally  B)  ideally
C)  keenly  D)  casually
  E)  efficiently

13. After a while, he couldn’t cope with the side 
effects of his medication. He started to ---- his 
wife who had died many years ago. 

A)  hallucinate   B)  manipulate
C)  maintain  D)  idolize
  E)  identify

14. He thinks that family is the most important 
thing in the world. Therefore, he always ---- his 
parents without a second thought. 

A)  obeys   B)  gathers
C)  ignores  D)  magnifies
  E)  objects

15. She was still very tired and shocked when the 
police came and asked to talk to her to ---- the 
attacker but her nurses didn’t let them. 

A)  faint  B)  identify 
C)  idolize  D)  gather
  E)  ignore

16. Although she started to study harder and for 
longer hours, she couldn’t ---- this discipline. 
This is the most important reason of her failure. 

A)  calculate  B)  magnify
C)  damage  D)  ignore
  E)  maintain
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1. She could find the answer not with the help of 
her memorization skills but with her logical ----. 
This shows the importance of teaching students 
logic instead of how to memorize.

A)  capital  B)  deduction
C)  deadline  D)  choice
  E)  definition

2. When the company declared ----, its stake 
holders immediately came to see what would 
happen to their investments. 

A)  bankruptcy  B)  absence
C)  cancellation  D)  chairman
  E)  characteristic

3. She had various dreams about having ---- 
and fortune after entering the acting school. 
However, she couldn’t even graduate from the 
school. 

A)  base  B)  accent
C)  chief  D)  fame
  E)  chill

4. He immediately went to a hospital after feeling 
a strong pain in his ----. Luckily, the problem 
was not about his heart. It was just about his 
muscles. 

A)  effect  B)  fault
C)  debt  D)  chest
  E)  choice

5. Cooperation with developed countries and 
big factories is the most ---- factor in our fight 
against climate change. Without their help we 
cannot achieve our goal. 

A)  chaotic  B)  familiar
C)  definite  D)  elderly
  E)  decisive

6. The classroom was ---- because the teacher 
was late for her lesson. Students was playing 
a game with loud noises when she entered the 
classroom. 

A)  fatal  B)  elderly
C)  familiar  D)  chaotic
  E)  deadly

7. He even failed the ---- Math course. I don’t 
think he would be able to finish the school 
considering the fact that there are harder 
courses that he needs to accomplish.

A)  elementary   B)  fashionable
C)  satisfactory  D)  unbearable
  E)  effective

8. The company still couldn’t reach a(n) ---- 
decision about the funding. We are waiting for 
their answers to carry on with our project. 

A)  efficient  B)  illegal
C)  fateful  D)  jealous
  E)  definite
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9. The baby was sleeping ---- until her big brother 
made noises in her room. As soon as she 
woke up, she started to cry, and this made their 
mother very angry. 

A)  manually  B)  peacefully
C)  impersonally  D)  satisfactorily
  E)  immediately

10. The team lost the championship ----. If they 
could have won just one more game, they would 
have been the champion. 

A)  generously  B)  familiarly
C)  patiently  D)  markedly
  E)  narrowly

11. You should learn how to distinguish your 
feelings from your work. You should take 
comments about your work ---- and not get 
offended by these so much.

A)  definitely  B)  abnormally
C)  impersonally  D)  casually
  E)  obstinately

12. She has such a big heart. She helped her 
husband ---- and did everything she could to 
support her family until he could find a job. 

A)  manually  B)  absolutely
C)  effectively  D)  narrowly
  E)  patiently

13. This factory ---- ceramics. It is the biggest 
factory in the city and employs thousands of 
people. It is one of the means of livelihood for 
the local people. 

A)  manufactures B)  abandons
C)  manipulates  D)  eliminates
  E)  accomplishes

14. The weather was so hot for the game. The 
referee ---- the game a few times so that the 
players could drink some water. 

A)  obtained  B)  paused
C)  narrated  D)  imitated
  E)  observed

15. I want you to ---- your feelings all the time so that 
we can understand better whether the therapy 
works or not. If we can’t see any changes, we 
will try new methods. 

A)  generalize  B)  emigrate
C)  observe  D)  participate
  E)  emerge

16. Parents should be careful about how they 
behave around their children because children 
learn by ---- what they see around.

A)  imitating  B)  perceiving
C)  narrating  D)  obtaining
  E)   qualifying




